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Abstract7

Political Parties have come to play significant roles in most democratic countries. For8

instances they have become critical links between the State and Civil Society (CSO), between9

institutions of government and interests groups that operate within the society. Other10

functions of political parties include: i. Representation ii. Educating and enlightening the11

electorates iii. Socialization, mobilization and formation of government iv. Goal formation v.12

Elite formation and recruitment vi. Interest formation13

14

Index terms—15
Introduction and Focus of Paper narguably, political parties have come to play significant and fundamental16

roles in most democracies. In spite these fundamental roles, the activities and operations of political parties, and17
of course their significant roles are sometimes taken for granted. As political machines established to contest for,18
win elections, and wield governmental power, they are critical link between the state and civil society, between the19
institutions of government and the groups and interest that operate within the society ??Heywood, 2007: 271).20
Although political parties often come under severe attacks by civil society for failing to substantially address21
society’s variegated challenges, we can certainly not afford to lose sight of the roles they play in a political and22
democratic process. Elsewhere, ??kase (2006: 184) has underscored the importance of political parties thus:23

Party system and party politics constitute the substructure or foundation of any viable and durable democratic24
order, for this provides insight into how programmes of actions are articulated and how interests are formed and25
aggregated in the society. Given these enormous responsibilities, the success or failure of any political arrangement26
depends to a large extent on the nature and character of its political parties and party system. The functions27
of political parties have already been explicated elsewhere by scholars and, therefore, need no replication here28
(Ukase, 2006;Heywood, 2007; ??alih, 2003;Randall, 1988;Clapham, 1985 andKura, 2011). Be that as it may,29
??eywood (2007: 276) has listed the broad functions of political parties to include the following: representation,30
elite formation and recruitment, goal formation, interest formation and aggregation, socialization and mobilization31
and organization of government. Granted that political parties are often defined by a central function -that of32
filling political offices and the wielding of governmental power, their impact on the political system is substantially33
broader and more complex. In this connection, there are dangers in sweepingly generalizing about the functions34
of parties. For instance, while political parties open to electoral contests and competitions are perceived as35
bastions of democracy, regime parties that enjoy a monopoly of the political and democratic process are seen as36
instruments of manipulation and control.37

That said, money is critical if political parties must be seen to be performing their statutory obligations38
within their respective spaces. Without the necessary funds, it would be certainly difficult for politicians and39
political parties to articulate and showcase their ideas and visions to the electorate. Political parties, therefore,40
require funds to be able to sell their programmes and manifestoes to the public. It is only by so doing that the41
electorate can make informed choices about which political party to support or not. Underscoring the importance42
of funding, ??oorenspleet (2003: 182) states that, ”funding determines the number of campaign staff, the number43
of vehicles to reach voters in the country, the amount of advertising on radio and television, and so on.” In a44
nutshell, funding can substantially aid party institutionalization.45
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2 A) POLITICAL PARTIES

Unfortunately, party funding, especially campaign financing globally but particularly in most African countries46
is fraught with despicable levels of corruption. For example, Hopkin (cited in ??ura, 2011: 271-272) argues47
that the manner in which parties fund their activities has been quite embarrassing. He stressed that series of48
corruption scandals have affected parties and their leaders. He pointed out that in Italy, France, Belgium, Spain,49
Germany and the United Kingdom (UK), parties have been involved in funding scandals and violation of funding50
regulations. Similarly, studies have evidently documented the growing increase in corruption through political51
party funding (Hopkin cited in Kura: 272).52

In Africa, the issue of party/ campaign financing is also fraught with a lot of controversies and scandals. For53
example, studies have shown that in some countries such as South Africa and Botswana, where private and foreign54
donations to political parties are not subject to any regulations, the dominant (ruling) parties have continued55
to attract substantial domestic and foreign donations to the detriment of the opposition parties ??Doorenspleet;56
??82). Apart from the fact that these ruling parties have better access to public and private funding, they also57
have better access to state resources, thereby increasing their opportunity for further electoral success. Nigeria58
has had its own fair share of campaign funding palaver. For instance, since the return of democratic governance in59
1999, party/campaign financing have remained an issue of conjecture. Granted that some efforts have been made60
to reform laws regulating political campaigns and party funding, campaign financing and their abuses thereof61
have remained a recurring decimal.62

It is against this background that this essay critically interrogates political parties and election/campaign63
financing in Nigeria, with specific emphasis on the two main presidential candidates (President Goodluck Jonathan64
of the People’s Democratic Party [PDP] and General Mohammadu Buhari of the All Progressive Congress65
[APC]) in the 2015 general elections. This essay also provides answers to the following questions: what are66
the constitutional and statutory limits of political parties with respect to campaign financing? Have political67
parties kept faith with these regulations? What institution(s) are charged with the responsibility of monitoring68
the compliance of political parties with these regulations and have they been able to effectively carry out these69
statutory obligations? What can be done to strengthen institutional checks on campaign financing in Nigeria?70
These and other variegated issues are the main thrust of this paper. For the purpose of achieving the above,71
this essay is divided into seven sections. Following the introduction, section two treats conceptual issues, while72
chapter three examines the constitutional and statutory limits/restraints to campaign financing. Section four73
analyses the historical trajectory of campaign financing in Nigeria since 1999, while section five specifically xrays74
the experience in 2015. Section six provides realistic policy options and recommendations that would help in75
checking and monitoring campaign financing. Section seven concludes the essay.76

1 II.77

Political Parties and Campaign Financing: Some Conceptual Notes Concepts in the humanities and social sciences78
are often subject to a variety of definitions. Thus, concepts perceived to be very simple and also complex79
oftentimes elicit varying meanings and interpretations. It is, therefore, important to conceptualize three key80
concepts -political parties, campaign finance and corrupt campaign finance, so as to appreciate the context in81
which the researcher has applied same in the research.82

2 a) Political Parties83

In defining political parties, Mohammed Salih has distinguished between the formalist and substantive definitions84
of the concept. According to him, while the formalist definition of political parties allows us to generalize about85
some universally assumed functions of political parties, the substantive approach allows us to tease out the86
peculiarity of African political parties as products of the socio-economic and political culture of their respective87
countries (Salih: 3). Relying on Weiner (1967: 1-2), Salih espouses the formalist definition thus:88

Parties are instruments of collective human action and creatures of political elite -either politicians trying89
to control governments or government elites trying to control the masses. In competitive systems, parties are90
organized by politicians to wins elections; in authouritarian systems, parties are organized to affect the attitudes91
and behaviour of the population. In both instances, an organizational structure must be forged. Money must92
be raised, cadres recruited, officers elected or selected and procedures for internal governing established and93
agreed upon. In fact party building has a logic of its own. Although the substantive approach brings out the94
peculiarity of African political parties, the formalist approach cited above is generic and captures much about95
Western and African political parties. However, our point of departure is that there is no basis isolating African96
political parties from the broader conceptualization of the term. This is because, Weiner’s contention that97
”political parties are organized for the deliberate purpose of controlling state power and that they have specific98
organizational structure, procedures, leadership, members, ideology, finance, etc.is true for all political parties,99
Western and non-Western” (Cited in Salih: 3). ??eywood (2003: 272); Leacock (cited in ??garwal, 2008: 389);100
The African Leadership Forum (2001: 3), Kura (2011), Ukase, P.I. and Geri, T.G. (2012; 33-33), and a host101
of many other scholars view political parties more within the context of controlling governmental power. For102
instance, ??eywood (2003: 272) view a political party as a group of people that are organized for the purpose of103
winning governmental power, by electoral means. He is, however, quick to caution that political parties should104
not be confused with pressure groups as it is often the case. This is because the functions of a political party105
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is entirely different from that of pressure groups. Political parties are also organizations whose members have106
values, ideals and aspirations in common and at least participate in the organized contests/struggles for political107
power ??Kura: 268).108

Coleman and Roseberg defined political parties as associations formally organized with the explicit and109
declared purpose of acquiring and to some extent maintaining legal control, either singly or in coalition or110
electoral competition with other associations over the personnel and the policy of the government of an actual111
or perspective sovereign state (cited in Kura:268). The definition of the African Leadership Forum is also apt.112

3 According to them:113

A political party is defined as an aggregate of people united by a common and collective desire to capture political114
power and authourity within a legitimate and legal political framework by canvassing for votes in a democratic115
polity (African Leadership Forum, 2000:3). However one views it, there are certain common denominators in116
all these definitions elucidated above; that of acquiring power and maintaining legal control of their respective117
spaces.118

4 b) Campaign Financing119

It is important to stress from the onset that there is a hiatus in research on issues of campaign and party funding120
generally but particularly in Nigeria. Despite extensive studies on virtually all aspects of political parties,121
researchers appear to have paid little or no attention on financial issues, especially campaign finances (Fisher and122
Eisenstadt, 2004). In fact, studies hardly exist on our shelves on campaign/election financing of political parties123
and their implications for our political and democratic trajectory. That said, what then is party or campaign124
finance? The narrowest meaning of the term is ”money for electioneering” ??Duschinsky, 2006: 189). However,125
because political parties play a crucial role in election campaign in many parts of the world and because it is hard126
to sometimes draw a distinct line between the campaign costs of party organizations and their routine expenses,127
party funds are sometimes considered as ”campaign finance” too. According to this perspective, party funds go128
beyond campaign expenses but also involve the cost of maintaining permanent offices, payment of salaries of staff,129
carrying out policy research; and engaging in political education, voter registration, and other regular functions130
of parties ??Duschinsky, 2006: 189). Besides, it is also felt that beyond campaigns and parties, money is spent131
on direct political purposes such as political foundations and other organizations. These organizations, though132
legally distinct from parties, are allied to them and advance their interests. They are responsible for the costs133
of political lobbying, newspapers and media expenses advertisements that are created and paid for to promote a134
partisan line. They also take care of the costs of litigation in politically relevant cases involving their parties.135

Be that as it may, generalizing and/ or merging campaign and political financing as Duschinsky has done,136
especially in our context, is likely to create some confusion for us. This is because why some countries have137
separate laws for both campaign and political finance, other countries have unified laws for them. In Nigeria,138
for example, there are separate laws which delineates campaign and political finances, and merging them would,139
therefore, create some ambiguities in our analysis.140

5 c) Corrupt Campaign/Political Finance141

The meaning of corrupt campaign/political finance is often unclear, eliciting conflicting and varying explanations142
from scholars and politicians, therefore needs some clarification. It must be noted that conventional definitions of143
political corruption (such as the use of public offices for unauthorized private gains) often do not apply to corrupt144
political financing. It has been argued albeit successfully that the use of public office for private gain does not145
apply to all forms of political fund raising (Duscinsky: 190). It is felt that, challengers to respective political offices146
are by definition outside of public office, but may still accept money in exchange for promise to misuse public office147
or grant special offers or assistance to those who supposedly assisted them during electioneering campaigns, at the148
detriment of the community or state after they emerged victorious at the polls or during electoral contests. This149
in itself poses a serious problem in the polity especially during the postelection period. For instance, Duscinsky150
differentiates between ordinary political corruption and corruption in the field of political financing thus: ”the151
difference between ordinary political corruption and corruption in the field of political financing is that, in the152
latter case, money is not necessarily used for private gain, but rather for the gain of a political party or of a153
candidate” ??Duschinsky: 190).154

Generally speaking, references in common parlance to ”corrupt” political financing could be categorized into155
the following: i. Political contributions that are inconsistent or contravene existing and extant laws on political156
financing: This include illegal donations which are often regarded as scandalous, even if there is no suggestion157
that the donors obtained any improper benefit in return for their contributions. ii. All the forms of corrupt158
political funding described above have to do with parties and election campaigns and are certainly of interest159
to us in this paper. Nigeria, particularly, has had its own fair share of the challenges of handling the various160
ramifications of campaign financing since the return of democratic governance in 1999. Despite available extant161
laws on campaign and political financing, the State has not been able to grapple with the antics of politicians162
and this should not only worry us but should also be of interest to all and sundry.163
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6 III. CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY LIMITS/

6 III. Constitutional and Statutory Limits/164

Restraints to Campaign/Political Financing in Nigeria165
Globally, there are no shortages of regulations governing campaign money. It must interest us to note that166

most of these regulations were introduced as responses to the dimensions and magnitude of scandals witnessed in167
the countries concerned. The frequency with which new laws regulating the injection of money into politics are168
introduced are a clear indications of the challenges of making workable and implementable laws by various169
countries. It should also be noted, however, that the range of issues relating to aspects of campaign and170
party financing are so variegated that some of the provisions relating to same are contained in broader laws171
about elections such as the constitution or electoral laws. Sometimes, they are also included in anti-corruption172
legislations or media laws. Laws about voluntary associations and organizations may also contain provisions173
containing aspects of political financing. Given that there are plethora of laws on political financing, there are174
usually many laws in various countries that deals with this subject. The existence of multiplicity of separate laws175
often complicate the task of regulatory body or bodies responsible for enforcing these laws. Essentially, the main176
provisions of political/campaign financing are centered on the following areas: i. Prohibition against corrupt and177
illegal practices (such as vote buying). ii. Financial deposits for candidates for public office iii. Disclosure rules iv.178
Spending limits v. Contribution limits vi. Bans on certain types of contributions (such as foreign contributions,179
anonymous contributions, or contributions from business corporations). informal rules. These laws provide180
copious provisions of the extent and limitation of political parties with respect to campaign/political financing.181
The constitution, for instance, is the first grund-norm governing the activities of political parties in the country.182
Some studies have already made available detailed provisions of the rules and regulations governing the internal183
and external operations of political parties derived from the 1999 Constitution, therefore, we shall not allow that184
detain us here (See section 222-229 of the 1999 Constitution as amended). What is of utmost interest is the185
limitations placed on political parties especially with respect to their funding activities by the 1999 Constitution.186

For instance, section 225 sub section 2 of the 1999 Constitution is unambiguous on the finances of political187
parties. It states that:188

Every political party shall submit to the Independent National Electoral Commission a detailed annual189
statement and analysis of its sources of funds and other assets together with a similar statement of its expenditure190
is such form as the commission may require. Sub sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the same provision are even more191
forthcoming on the roles of INEC in checking the financial dealings and status of political parties. For instance,192
sub-section 3 states that no political party shalla) Hold or possess any funds or other assets outside Nigeria; or193
b) Be entitled to retain any funds or assets remitted or sent to it from outside Nigeria. Sub-section 4 states that:194

Any funds or other assets remitted or sent to a political party from outside Nigeria shall be paid over or195
transferred to the commission within twentyone days of its receipt with such information as the commission may196
require. Sub-section 5 further states that:197

The Commission shall have power to give directions to political parties regarding the books or records of198
financial transactions which they shall keep and, to examine all such books and records. Significantly, section 226199
sub-section 1 permits INEC to mandatorily prepare and submit annually to the National Assembly a report of200
the accounts and balance sheet of every political party. In preparing its report, subsection 2 of the same provision201
empowers INEC to:202

Carry out investigations as will enable it form an opinion as to whether proper books of account and proper203
records have been kept by any political party, and if the Commission is of the opinion that proper books and204
accounts have not been kept by a political party, the Commission shall so report.205

It is also important to examine the provisions of section 228 of the 1999 Constitution, especially as it deals206
with public funding of political parties and punishment for those that contravene sections 221, 225 (3) and 227207
of this constitution. To be specific section 228 states inter-alia: The National Assembly may by law providea)208
for the punishment of any person involved in the management or control of any political party found after due209
inquiry to have contravened any of the provisions of sections 221, 225 (3) and 227; b) for the disqualification210
of any person from holding public office on the ground that he knowingly aids or abets a political party in211
contravening section 225 (3) of this constitution; c) for an annual grant to the Independent National Electoral212
Commission for disbursement to political parties on a fair and equitable basis to assist them in the discharge of213
their functions; and d) for the conferment on the Commission of other powers as may appear to the National214
Assembly to be necessary or desirable for the purpose of enabling the commission more effectively ensure that215
political parties observe the provisions of this part of the chapter. These are constitutional instruments aimed at216
closely monitoring and supervising the activities of the income and expenditure of political parties. There are,217
however, some gaps, especially in the implementation of these provisions. Looking at the provision of section 228,218
it is clear that the framers of the 1999 Constitution bestowed on the National Assembly the powers to make laws219
to provide for the type of punishment that should be imposed on politicians and political parties that contravene220
the aforementioned provisions, but it has been difficult for INEC to enforce this law. Similarly, section 228 (c)221
is unambiguous on the provision of public funding to political parties on equitable basis, to assist them in the222
discharge of their functions. Also, the National Assembly has enacted relevant laws to give effect to this provision223
but the extent of implementation is difficult to ascertain. In the same vein, section 226 (1) requires INEC so224
report to the National Assembly when political parties fail to keep proper books and accounts. The fundamental225
question is, what is the National Assembly expected to do when a political party contravene this provision? Does226
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the Commission or National Assembly have the powers to punish erring political parties? Truth of the matter227
is that INEC has not been performing this constitutional functions since the return of democratic governance in228
1999 as checks would indicate; neither has the National Assembly been proactive in putting the Commission on229
its toes to comply with these provisions.230

The provision of public funds (sometimes referred to as subsidies) to political parties as provided for in section231
228(c) of the 1999 Constitution is very important in this analysis. This is because it is not only aimed at232
assisting political parties in carrying out their activities, but also an attempt at preventing them from getting233
funding from questionable and suspicious sources. The introduction of public subsidies to political parties and234
individual candidates commenced in the late 1950s and has been sustained by many countries, despite few efforts235
by countries such as Italy and Venezuela to abolish or limit existing subsidies ??Duschinsky: 192). Research236
conducted reveals that by 2002, 59 percent of countries had laws providing for some direct public funding of237
parties and their candidates (see www.moneyandpolitics.net/researchpubs/pdf/financing_politics.pdf, p.72).238

State subsidy or aid is especially common in Western Europe and in countries that emerged from the Soviet239
bloc. It is less common in Asia, the Caribbean, and the Pacific. Examples of countries that provide state subsidies240
to political parties in Africa include: Nigeria, Benin, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia and South Africa. Those that241
do not provide subsidies include Botswana, Ghana, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritius and Senegal ??Doorenspleet,242
2003: 182). The type and scale of funding also varies from country to country. For example, in some countries243
these subsidies are limited to election campaign activities, while in others it extends to other activities between244
and beyond elections. In some African countries, cash-strapped governments have completely eliminated subsidies245
to political parties, despite providing for it in their laws.246

Perhaps, one area where the National Assembly has given effect to the 1999 Constitution is in the area of247
the enactment of Electoral Acts. It is a statutory requirement in regulating the activities of political parties in248
Nigeria, particularly during general elections. The Electoral Act is enacted by the National Assembly based on249
recommendations of INEC. It is usually enacted before any general elections and provisions of the Electoral Act250
guide the conduct of such an election. Since the return of democratic governance in 1999, the National Assembly251
has passed several Electoral Acts. These includes the 2002, 2006 and 2010 (and some amendments) which guided252
the conduct of the 2003, 2007, 2011 and the 2015 general elections. It is important to note that there was no253
Electoral Act for the 2015 general elections, as INEC relied on the 2010 Electoral Act as amended to guide and254
regulate the conduct of that election. In this entire process, INEC is key because it is empowered by the 1999255
Constitution to implement provisions of the Electoral Act. Let us briefly examine some of the provisions of256
these Electoral Act, particularly the 2010 Act as amended, which guided and regulated the conduct of the 2015257
elections, especially as it affected campaign financing.258

For example, the 2002 Electoral Act, which guided the conduct of the 2003 general elections had an ambiguous259
provision, especially as it relates to election expenses. For instance, section 84(2) stated that:260

Election expenses incurred by a Political Party for the management or the conduct of an election shall not261
exceed in the aggregate the sum determined by multiplying 20 naira by the number of names appearing in the262
final voters’ list for each constituency where there is a candidate sponsored by the political party.263

This provision was not just ambiguous but also very confusing. For instance, it attempted to address campaign264
financing within respective constituencies but failed to address the finances for presidential and gubernatorial265
candidates. This is because presidential and gubernatorial candidates have the entire country or state as their266
constituencies. Besides, a cursory interpretation of that provision would suggest that for constituency elections,267
candidates were not expected to spend monies in excess of the number of people registered by INEC within that268
constituency. What this meant is that if a state constituency had fifty thousand voters, this would be multiplied269
by N20, which would amount to N1 million only. Most state and federal constituencies did not have up to that270
number of voters in their registers. In addition, section 79(2) required political parties to submit all campaign271
expenses to INEC, not later than 90 days from the date of the elections. More worrisome was the penalty to be272
imposed on political parties that flouted that provision. For example, political parties in breach of this provision273
were liable upon conviction to a fine of N100, 000, payable jointly or severally by the leaders of the political party.274
This penalty was so mild that it would have been more profitable to breach this provision, all things being equal.275

To make the electioneering process relatively transparent, the 2006 Electoral Act tried to address the ambiguity276
in the 2002 Electoral Act by clearly stipulating the maximum limits of campaign expenses by candidates for277
respective political offices. For instance, section 93(1-12) of the 2006 Electoral Act clearly stipulates the ceiling of278
elections expenses. This is intended to curtail the influence of money in electioneering process. Also, table279
1 reveals that presidential candidates had the highest spending limit of N500 million during electioneering280
campaigns, while governorship candidates had a ceiling of N100 million. Next in that order were candidates for281
Senate and House of Representatives who could not spend more than N20 million and N10 million respectively.282
Contestants into State Houses of Assembly had N5 million spending limits, while Local Government chairmanship283
and councillorship position spending ceiling were put at N5 million and N500, 000.00 respectively. The same284
Act (section 93 (9) In the same vein, the 2010 Electoral Act as amended has similar provisions to that of 2006.285
The major difference being that the spending limits during electioneering campaigns was reviewed upward in286
the Act. The 2010 Act does not only grant INEC the power to place a limit on the amount of money or other287
assets, which an individual or group of persons can contribute to a political party, it also stipulates spending288
limits to candidates [See section 90(1)]. For instance, section 91(2) of the same Act puts the spending limits289
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10 B) THE EXPERIENCE DURING THE 2015 GENERAL ELECTIONS

for Presidential candidates at N1 billion, while candidates for Governorship election are required not to spend290
more than N200 million as shown in table 2 [section 91 (3)]. Similarly, the maximum elections expenses to be291
incurred in respect of Senatorial and House of Representatives seat are N40 million and N20 million respectively292
[See section 91(4)] as captured in table 2. Furthermore, ”in the case of State Assembly election, the maximum293
amount of election expenses to be incurred shall be N10 million” [See section 91 (5)]. The Act also requires294
all political parties to separately submit audited election expenses to INEC within 6 months after an election295
[section 92(3)]. A political party which contravenes the provisions of section 92(3) commits an offence and is296
liable on conviction to a maximum fine of N1 million. In the case of failure to submit an accurate audited report297
within the stipulated period, the court may impose a maximum penalty of N200, 000. 00 per day on any party298
for the period after the return was due until it is submitted to the commission. Specifically, section 92 (7) clearly299
stipulates the penalty political parties shall face when they contravene section 93 (2-5) thus:300

A political party that incurs election expenses beyond the limit stipulated in this Act commits an offence and301
is liable on conviction to maximum of N1, 000,000.00 and forfeiture to the Commission of the amount by which302
the expenses exceed the limits set by the Commission.303

To further check the fund-raising activities of political parties, section 93 (3) of the 2010 Electoral Act stipulates304
that: A political party shall not accept any monetary contribution exceeding N1, 000,000.00 unless it can identify305
the source of the money or other contribution to the Commission.306

The extent to which candidates of political parties, donors and INEC complied with these extant laws would307
be the focus of our analysis in the next segment of this paper.308

7 IV.309

8 Interrogating Nigeria’s Election/ Campaign Financing Tra-310

jectory Since 2003311

What we have attempted to do, hitherto, is to bring to the fore the constitutional and statutory issues/framework312
as a basis for analyzing our subject matter. We have already demonstrated that there are extant laws governing313
campaign financing during successive elections in Nigeria since 1999, but the snag which we shall determine in this314
section is first, whether political parties in the country and their candidates have worked within the maximum315
financial limits set by the Electoral Act. Second, whether INEC has been able to implement appropriate penalties316
when political parties failed to comply with these limits.317

9 a) The Experience during the 2003 Election318

We have already stated that sources for finances elections in Nigeria are very scanty, but available information319
particularly for the 2003 general elections, are revealing and tells much about the extent to which political320
parties flagrantly abused the 2002 Electoral Act. For instance, in the run off to the 2003 elections, the People’s321
Democratic Party (PDP) presidential candidate, President Olusegun Obasanjo and his running mate, Vice322
President Atiku Abubakar, raised over N5.5 billion naira as campaign finances as shown in tables 3 and 4.323
This amount overwhelmingly exceeded the maximum limits fixed by the 2002 Electoral Act. Similarly, former324
governors of Delta and Lagos states, James Ibori (PDP) and Bola Tinubu of the Alliance for Democracy (AD),325
who were the governorship candidates in that same election raised N2.3 billion and N1.3 billion respectively as326
campaign funds during the 2003 governorship election as captured in tables 3, 5 and 6. Also, table 3 A critical327
look at tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 clearly indicates that the laws governing campaign financing as encapsulated in the328
2002 Electoral Act were flagrantly and recklessly abused by political parties and their candidates without any329
form of accompanying punishment as provided for in section 84( ??) of the Act. The campaign funds raised by330
these candidates in the 2003 elections raises other fundamental questions. First, there were also no indication331
that political parties who failed to submit their election expenses to INEC where punished as provided for in332
section 79(1-2) of the same Act. The second issue is moral and ethical: what were the sources of these individual333
contributions? How did political office holders such as the Vice President, Atiku Abubakar, governors, ministers,334
legislators, etc in tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, whose monthly emoluments were in the full glare of the public raise such335
huge sums of money to contribute to election campaign finances of candidates? What were the philanthropic336
posture of some of the companies that donated to these campaigns? We shall return to these issues later in our337
analysis.338

10 b) The Experience during the 2015 General Elections339

Like the previous general elections, tracking campaign expenses in the 2015 general elections is very dif-340
ficult. A financial adviser for the International Foundation on Electoral Systems confirmed this when341
he explained that no reliable information exists for how much money was spent during the 2011elections342
(http://edition.cnn.com/2012/01/24/world/global-campaign-finance). The situation was not in any way different343
in 2015. Quite often, much of the donations that candidates and political parties receive are classified, while344
it is also difficult to track and quantify those that come in kind. For example, it is difficult to quantify the345
amount of money expended on media advertorials, which consumes a chunk of campaign finances. This is largely346
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attributed to the haphazard nature the adverts were given out by political parties and the respective candidates347
(htttp://www.politcoscope.com/2015-moneyrace-nigeria-election).348

The 2010 Electoral Act (amended) requires political parties not only to submit their campaign expenses349
to INEC within six months after an election but shall ensure that same is published in at least two national350
newspapers [section 92 (6)]. Regrettably, this is hardly the case. As one commentator puts it: ”it is a fact351
that Nigeria has a history of not coming out with election spending figures, and data are equally unavailable on352
the actual spending of politicians on campaigns” (htttp://www.politcoscope.com/2015-mone-parties -the People’s353
Democratic Party (PDP) and the All Progressive Congress (APC), especially as it had to do with the presidential354
election. For instance, as soon as INEC gave the nod to political parties to commence electioneering activities,355
candidates commenced the process of raising funds and expending for their campaigns. For instance, the PDP356
organized a fund raising dinner for its presidential candidate, President Goodluck Jonathan, at which it raised357
more than N22 billion, as shown in table 7. From just one fund raising dinner, Jonathan breached the maximum358
limits prescribed by the 2010 Electoral Act.359

Though the donors attempted to dodge these laws claiming their donations were made on behalf of groups, the360
Nigerian electoral law in section 91 (2) and 91 (9) clearly stipulate that neither individual nor group/entity may361
donate over N1 million (http://www.thenigerianvoice.com/news). After condemnation from a cross section of362
Nigerians, some of who called for police investigation over the frivolous amount raised at the fund raising dinner, it363
took the Chairman of the organizing committee, Professor Jerry Gana, about two weeks to come up with a skewed364
defense. According to him, the money realized from the dinner was not meant for Jonathan’s campaign alone but365
that part of the money would also be used for building the party secretariat (http://www.thenigerianvoice.com-366
/news). The money raised at this launch justified President Jonathan’s earlier rejection of the recommendations367
of electoral reforms headed by Senator Ken Nnamani, to strictly monitor/regulate election expenses, for the368
obvious reason that ”it will be a booby trap for him” (http://www.thenigerianvoice.com/news). The truth of369
the matter is that the invitation to the campaign fund raising dinner which was publicized by the media did not370
indicate that it was a twin event -campaign and building of the party’s secretariat as Gana would want Nigerians371
to believe. The campaign finances of the APC presidential candidate, Muhammed Buhari are sketchy, but as at372
January 2015, the Buhari Support Group (BSO) claimed that it raised N54 million from Nigerians in support373
of his campaign (www.naij.com/348842-nigerians-donatemoney-to-support-buhari-campaign-html). However, a374
study of the campaign expenditure of both Jonathan and Buhari indicated that they breached the maximum375
limits encapsulated in the Act. For instance, a coalition of Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) under the aegis376
of the Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) in conjunction with United States Agency for International Development377
(USAID), and the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), raised an alarm over the threats378
posed to the growth of the Nigerian economy by election spending, contending that there is an inextricable link379
between election spending and the health of the economy. According to the consortium of CSOs: With attention380
shifted from governance and a lot of expenditure on campaign, the state of the economy in terms of depreciating381
exchange, inflation and reduced economic growth rate were bound to occur ??Guardian, March 12, 2015).382

The report put the total amount spent so far by the two major political parties -PDP and APC on383
advertisements in the print media alone at N1.382 billion. Specifically, the group said ”the total up to February384
14, 2015 for the APC presidential candidate is N332.583 million, while the total up to February 14, 2015 for the385
PDP presidential candidate is N1.049 billion.” ??Guardian, March 12, 2015). The group went further to list other386
campaign expenses of both candidates to justify the breach of the Act. As shown in Table 8, the PDP spent387
N1.057 billion on campaign rallies while the APC spent N595.082 million. On bill boards, the PDP expended388
N155.13 million as against the APCs N99.23 million. Others are electronic media campaign coverage which389
catted N508.35 million from the PDP and N391.05 million from the APC; while electronic media advert gulped390
N7.399 million and N5.556 million for the PDP and APC respectively as revealed in table 8. In all the PDP391
expended N2.5 billion while the APC spent N1.091 billion as captured in table 8. When you add this amount to392
the expenditure incurred in the print media, you will arrive at a total of N3.882 billion for the PDP and N1.433393
billion for the APC. All these are conservative figures since they have not taken into account other expenditures394
like hotel accommodation, transportation cost (air, sea and road), security, feeding, to mention but a few.395

The point being established here is that by our estimation, both candidates breached the income and396
expenditure limits set up in the 2010 Electoral Act. Despite spirited efforts by the PDP to cover up for the397
campaign funds it raised, their expenditure profile clearly shows that the two main political parties flagrantly398
flouted laid down laws on campaign financing since they both raised and spent more than N1 billion. The donation399
of N21 billion to the PDP during its fund raising dinner violated Nigeria’s electoral laws. The individuals and400
groups who donated also breached the Act since it stipulates that neither individuals nor groups/entity may401
donate more than N1 million. Implications on the Nation’s Democratic Process402

The way and manner political parties and their candidates went about generating funds during the previous403
general elections, but specifically during the 2015 general elections raised a lot of worrisome questions. Corruption404
of the electioneering process was exemplified by political parties’ mobilization of huge campaign funds, to run405
campaigns -funds, which to say the least, were fraudulent. Granted that campaigns come with reasonable cost-406
implications , but the commercialization of the electoral process reminiscent in the way and manner political407
parties and their candidates raised funds calls to question the legal and moral standing of those seeking to lead408
the nation (The Source: Adopted and modified from ThisDayLive, 21st December, 2014 Guardian, 2015). The409
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11 VI. . TOWARDS REFORMING ELECTION/ CAMPAIGN FINANCING
IN NIGERIA

Guardian newspaper was even more forthcoming on this issue. In one of its editorials, it stated inter alia: That410
business, interest groups and sundry individuals raised within a few hours, for instance, the billions of naira to411
support campaign for elective office of an individual in a clime where millions of people are unemployed, is a412
tragic drama??. Glaringly, the donors to all parties have sent a strong message that they have only played their413
cards face-up for selfish interests, the implication being that such donors would be key actors in the control of the414
nation’s economic levers upon a successful run of their beneficiaries in the election (The Guardian, 2015). First,415
there were indications that contributions from individual party members came from those who were privileged416
to have access to plump government offices, while the other bulk came from businessmen and contractors who417
enjoyed patronages from the government (Kura: 286). Regrettably, this pattern of donation has untoward far-418
reaching implications for the nation’s political and democratic trajectory. For instance, this donations reflect419
the nature and character of African politics, which elevates patron-client networks and neopatrimonialism in an420
unprecedented fashion. Okpeh Okpeh was more forthcoming on this issue:421

Neo-patrimonialism also relates to the tendency whereby members of the ruling class patronize each other422
with favours (both in cash and in kind) in order to remain relevant in the power game. By this logic, an upstart423
in politics must first and foremost find a powerful patron (usually called Godfather) from within the power elite424
bracket to market him to those that matter. This negotiation is usually conducted on the basis of all kinds of425
dubious agreements between the would-be politician and his/her patron and has nothing to do with genuinely426
serving the people. In the final analysis, the mandate of the electorate is abused in the interest of the patron427
and his allies and the political process is jeopardized ??Okpeh, 2013: 440-441). Isaac Asabor argues in the same428
vein that:429

Many Nigerians have witnessed how monies contributed for the purposes of political campaigns have brought430
the once rosy relationship between politicians and their ”godfathers” to an abrupt end. Worse still, in this431
context, many godfathers as individuals, companies and parastatals are involved. How many of them would432
he ”compensate” when the time for repayment comes? (http://www.news-24.com.ng/elections/MyNews24/The-433
moral-burden). Ostensibly, money has the instrumental capacity to determine a lot of things. For instance,434
money determines elections results, influences the choice of the electorates, it can make or mar people’s mandate.435
In fact, as Okpeh (2013:462) has rightly explained, money is a strong factor in the way and manner politics436
is played in Nigeria. Money has made it possible for the ruling elites to dominate the nation’s politics at the437
detriment of the collective interest of the masses. Moreover, one of the baneful consequences of money is that it438
has led to the disconnection between the leadership and followership in the political process. Worse still, money439
has not only contributed to the enthronement and consolidation of class rule, it has truncated our political culture440
and created a political process devoid of idealism. The multiplier effect of these is crass opportunism, corruption,441
and mediocrity ??Okpeh, 2013: 464); Oyovbaire, 1999 and ??awrence, 2003). This system of funding noticed442
during the 2015 elections does not only exacerbate corruption, it also undermines transparency, accountability443
and responsiveness of the government to the yearnings and aspirations of the generality of the masses.444

Secondly, those who donate funds control the beneficiaries, and politicians become more accountable to their445
sponsors than to their constituents and this have serious implications for governance in the post-election period.446
It is a truism that most of the donations were made by individuals who enjoy or potentially want to enjoy447
patronage from the government. For instance, since these donors are not ”father Christmas,” they take control448
of governance structures as soon as elections are completed, recommend their own friends and ”godsons” for449
plump political appointments so as to recoup their donations, and also make reasonable profit out of it. For450
the corporate donors, they would always look up to the government they installed for policies that would be451
favourable to their respective sectors, even when such policies are highly detrimental to the general well-being of452
the entire society. This is not only antithetical to the logic of democracy and good governance but also have the453
cumulous effect of entrenching massive corruption within the polity.454

Thirdly, the preponderance of money in the polity tends to disempower well-meaning Nigerians and deny them455
the opportunity of using politics as an instrument of change. In a country with a wide gap between the haves and456
have not, the financial needs of a campaign automatically isolate many who may have good ideas. This is because457
they lack the support from godfathers that many incumbents and older Nigerians have. As a consequence, the458
poor and the young are overwhelmingly excluded by default from using politics as a platform to effect fundamental459
changes in their society (http://www.nigeriancuriosity.com/2010/06/financing-political-campaign).460

11 VI. . Towards Reforming Election/ Campaign Financing in461

Nigeria462

To strengthen existing mechanisms on campaign finances, certain measures must necessarily be put in place.463
First, legislators have a critical role to play in this whole process, especially in strengthening existing legislations464
where some gaps exist. For instance, in strengthening existing laws, legislators should ensure that candidates465
that have exceeded their spending limits during campaign are prosecuted and upon conviction, are disqualified466
from contesting in future elections. Such a stiff penalty would dissuade politicians from flouting laws on campaign467
financing.468

Second, legislators are frequently able to play a useful role in the formulation of political/campaign finance469
laws. Such laws are complex and technical, yet they are often enacted in haste and without sufficient detailed470
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information. Unclear definitions of terms such as ”election campaign,” ”party finance,” ”political finance,”471
”expenditure” frequently make laws complex and unenforceable ??Duschinsky, 2006:195-196). In this connection,472
legislators may play a more positive role if they closely study legislations introduced or passed in other countries,473
and also critically examine the loopholes and the disadvantages encountered by such legislation.474

Third, we need to reiterate once again that much of the challenges we face have to do with that of law475
enforcement. Here also legislators may help to ensure that the campaign finance law is workable and enforceable by476
exerting considerable amount of pressure on the government to make financial provisions to allow the enforcement477
of the law by relevant authourities. This is very important because quite often, new laws are accompanied with478
heavy administrative expenses on enforcement bodies without the same time providing the resources needed by479
the authourity to permit it to carry out its new work ??Duschinsky, 2006:196).480

Fourth, legislators must necessarily have to strengthen their oversight duties by ensuring that regulatory and481
enforcement agencies carry out their constitutional functions and responsibilities. If laws are passed by legislators,482
it is their constitutional responsibility to call the government and its relevant agencies to account for any failure483
to implement campaign finance laws. For example, laws requiring the submission and publication of financial484
statements by parties and candidates are simply ignored with impunity. It is felt that legislators’ ability to ask485
enforcement agencies critical and probing questions, especially on the extent of compliance of political parties486
with the law may exert the necessary pressure on the government to ensure that relevant agencies are keeping487
up to speed with their responsibilities.488

In addition, INEC must see its role beyond that of organizing elections after every four years. Its roles also489
include enforcing regulatory laws on political party and campaign financing. It is true that it might be difficult490
for INEC to enforce provisions of section 91(2) of the 2010 Electoral Act as amended, which deals with the491
maximum election expenses to be incurred by a political party. That does not mean that efforts should not be492
made by the appropriate authourities. Where a public travesty has been made, offenders should be punished493
??Utomi, 2015). The commission should ensure that political parties submit their audited campaign expenses as494
prescribed by law and same analyzed with a view to exposing and punishing those donors and candidates that495
have flouted the law. It is also necessary to make the penalty stiffer on those candidates that are in breach of496
this law.497

Furthermore, the media and civil society organization (CSOs) have a key role to play in sanitizing and closing498
loopholes in campaign finance legislations. There is need to adequately train media practitioners in the provisions499
of the electoral act so that they can appropriately enlighten the public and also expose erring political parties and500
their candidates who violate the Act. CSOs are also in a better position to monitor political/campaign financing501
of respective political parties and their candidates and bring same to public knowledge. For example, CSOs and502
the media can carry out detailed investigations on individual and corporate donors during fund raising, taking503
into cognizance their previous philanthropic posture vis a vis their support to these candidates. They can also504
interrogate the tax return of these donors with a view to revealing whether they own such amount of money.505
Both the media and CSOs are also well positioned to put legislators and INEC on their toes when they fail to506
perform their oversight duties and also enforce campaign finance legislations.507

12 VII. Conclusion508

We have amply demonstrated in this paper that campaign finances in Nigeria have been fraught with various levels509
of corruption, and this that often puts the credibility of our elections to question. Apart from disempowering a510
lot of people it also raises a lot of moral issues relating to the sources of these funds. We have also contended511
that although laws exist on political parties and campaign financing since the return of democratic governance in512
1999, the challenge has constantly remained that of enforcement. The 1999 constitution and other regulatory laws513
such as the 2002, 2006, and 2010 Electoral Acts, all have explicit provisions which guide not just the funding of514
political parties, but clearly espouse the maximum spending limits of campaign finances for candidates for every515
political office. Besides, the Act also specifies the limits of contributions individuals and corporate organizations516
could make to a candidate. Additionally, the Act also requires political parties to submit separate audited517
reports of campaign expenses to INEC six months after an election. However, these provisions have constantly518
been contravened to the consternation of INEC by individuals, parties, etc. To strengthen existing mechanisms519
on campaign financing, the essay stresses the need for the commission to enforce the law against these laws520
appropriately. The essay also stress the need for legislators to make adequate budgetary provisions for enforcement521
agencies, and strengthen its oversight responsibilities to same and by extension, the government. Moreover, there522
is need for the media and CSOs to strengthen themselves so as to expose fraudulent and corrupt donations. They523
should also act as watch dogs over the legislature, law enforcement agencies and the government. 1524

1© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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12 VII. CONCLUSION

1

Position Spending Limits in
Naira

Presidential candidate N500 million
Governorship candidate N100 million
Senatorial candidate N20 million
House of Representative candidate N10 million
House of Assembly candidate N5 million
LG Chairmanship candidate N5 million
LG Councillorship candidate N500,000.00
Source: Federal Republic of Nigeria, Electoral Act 2006

Figure 1: Table 1 :

2

Position Spending Limits in
Naira

Presidential candidate N1 billion
Governorship candidate N200 million
Senatorial candidate N40 million
House of Representative candidate N20 million
House of Assembly candidate N10 million
Source: Federal Republic of Nigeria, Electoral Act 2010 (Amended)

Figure 2: Table 2 :

3

indicates that

[Note: Source: Adopted and modified from Kura, S.Y.B (2011), ”Political Parties and Democracy in Nigeria:
Candidate Selection, Campaign and Party Financing in People’s Democratic Party” in Journal of Sustainable
Development in Africa, Vol. 13, No. 6.]

Figure 3: Table 3 :
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4

Year
2016
( F )
Global
Jour-
nal of
Hu-
man
So-
cial
Sci-
ence
-

Contributors Friends of Atiku Aliko Dan-
gote Emeka Offor 21 PDP Governors Group
from Europe Rivers friends of Obasanjo/Atiku
Construction Companies in the Country Dr.
Samuel Uche (Businessman) PDP Caucus in
the Senate Principal Staff of the Villa (Aso
Rock) AVM Shekari First Atlantic Bank Min-
isters Otunba Fasawe

Amount (N) N1 billion N250
million N200 million N210
million N144 million N150
million N200 million N50 mil-
lion N12 million N10.6 mil-
lion N10 million N10 million
N10 million N6.5 million

PDP National Working Committee N3.6 million
Dr. Ngozi Anyaegbunam N500,000.00
Dr. Gamaliel Onosode N100,000.00
Corporate Nigeria (Pledges) N2 billion
Grand Alliance Boeing 727 & 2 Luxury Buses

for campaign
Another Group Two Luxury Buses
Total (Cash)

s

[Note: Source: Adopted and modified from Kura, S.Y.B (2011), ”Political Parties and Democracy in Nigeria.”]

Figure 4: Table 4 :
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12 VII. CONCLUSION

5

Contributors Amount
Vice President Atiku Abubakar N34 million
Michael Ibru (On behalf of Ibru family and friends N250 million
Mr. Peter Okocha (on behalf of Delta North Profession-
als

N200 million

Chief Michael Oki N200 million
Olorugun John Oguma N120 million
Chief Mike Omeruah N120 million
Chief Newton Jibunor N100 million
Chief Nam Okechukwu N100 million
Alhaji Inuwa Umoru N100 million
Bube Okorodudu N10 million
Mr. Tony Anenih Jnr on behalf of friends of Ibori N50 million
Chief Emeka Offor N5 million
Anonymous Donor N35 million
Mr. Terry Wayas N35 million
Austin Odili N30 million
Chief Tony Anenih, Chief Lucky Igbinedion and others N26 million
Zenith Bank N25 million
Mr Wale Tinubu N20 million
Alhaji Abdulrazaq Abdulraham N10 million
Chief Diepreye Alamieyesiegha N10 million
Akintola Williams N10 million
Core Group N10 million
Chief Tom Ikimi boat worth N7 million
Chief Edwin Clarke on behalf of Ijaws of Delta N5 million
Delta State House of Assembly N6 million

[Note: Source: Adopted and modified from Kura, S.Y.B (2011), ”Political Parties and Democracy in Nigeria]

Figure 5: Table 5 :
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6

Contributors Amount
Mr. Wale Tinubu N100 million
The Governor’s friend N150 million
The Deputy Governor’s friends N76 million
Femi Otedola, M.D of Zenon Oil & Gas N10 million
Prince Albert Awofisayo, Continental Pharmaceutical Ltd N10 million
Chief Remi Adiakwu Bakare N10 million
Chief Ayoku, the Babalaje of Lagos N10 million
Alhaji and Alhaji K.O Tinubu and children N10 million
Friends of the Lagos State Executive Secretaries N10 million
Senator Tokunbo Afikoyumi N5 million
Mrs. Stela Okoli N5 million
Lady Joy Udensi N10 million
Friends of Lagos State Permanent Secretaries N2 million
The Tinubu family N1 million
Chief Abiodun Kasamu N1 million
Source: Adopted and modified from Kura, S.Y.B (2011), ”Political Parties and Democracy in Nigeria.”

Figure 6: Table 6 :

7

restricted to campaign finances of the two major political
Year
2016
( F )
-
Global
Jour-
nal
of
Hu-
man
So-
cial
Sci-
ence

Contributors Tunde and Group of friends Tunde Ayeni Jerry
Gana and friends National Automotive Council PDP Gover-
nors Forum (N50 million each x 21 governors Bala Shagaya
Representing the Oil and Gas sector y-race-nigeria-election).
In this connection, much of what is available is derived from
newspaper reportage. Against this background, our analysis
here would be

Amount
N1 billion
N2.6 billion
N5 billion
N450 million
NN1.05 billion
N5 billion

Construction Sector N310 million
Transport and Aviation Sector represented by Didi Ndimou N1 billion
The Real Estate Sector represented by Oluchi Okoye N4 billion
Food and Agric Sector represented by Chief Ominife Uzeogbu N500 million
Cizally Limited N250 million
Power sector represented by Tunde ayeni N500 million
National association of Stevedores N25 million
Mr. Sam Egwu N1 million
s

Figure 7: Table 7 :
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12 VII. CONCLUSION

8

Purpose of Expenditure PDP APC
Campaign Rallies N1.057 billion N595,082 million
Bill Boards N155.13 million N99.23 million
Electronic Media Campaign
Coverage

N508.35 million N391.05 million

Electronic Media Advert N7.339 million N5.556 million
TOTAL N2.5 billion N1.091 billion

Source: Guardian, March 12,
2015

V.

Figure 8: Table 8 :
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